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Introduc on 
Most users of IO-117/GreenCube knows it can be a problem to get packets digipeated on busy passes. Most 
also knows that if a pass is NOT busy, you can get all you packets digipeated (pre y much). There has been 
some rumor/specula ons about IO-117 ge ng “bad” a er a change from 2400 back to 1200 baud, as if 
something “else” has been changed on the sat configura on. I tried to make a test on a non-congested pass 
to get some results and measurements. 

Equipment used. 
ICOM IC-9700 running with 30W at the antenna feedpoint. 
Antenna used is a 15 element RHCP polarized antenna (with mast mounted preamp, 0.8 dB NF) 
UZ7HO Andy Soundmodem version 0.10b (h p://uz7.ho.ua/packetradio.htm) 
OZ9AAR Greencube Terminal program (h ps://www.moonbounce.dk) 

Tests performed. 
During a pass on October 4th 2023 in the early (local) morning, I did a number of transmissions to the IO-117 
satellite to gauge how many digipeats were possible. The pass was coming from the North of OZ going 
south. Max eleva on was 61 degrees. 

The pass 
The pass I used for the test is shown below (yellow do ed line). It started at my QTH around 06.30 local 
(EU) me and lasted 1h12m in total. AOS Az around 330 and LOS Az around 185 deg. 
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The test 
During the pass, I did several transmissions in groups. The messages were just simple “TEST” messages. I 
knew beforehand that this was a bit risky as I would possibly upset some of the (rela vely few) users that 
would be on the satellite. Most users took it very nicely   

At AOS 
The first group of tests were done right a er AOS (1 minute a er AOS, around 1 deg eleva on). This test 
lasted around 2 minutes, and even brought two QSOs and a new grid   

 

During this test, I was pre y much “alone” with NA and part of northern Europe, and a small chunk of 
Japan. Most of Europe was out of footprint at that me. Also, the me (04.30 UTC) means that it was late in 
the evening for US. During this 2 minute period right at AOS, I had a digipeat success rate of 84%. It does 
(almost) not get be er than that! We were also only 6 ac ve users during that period, so the high digipeat 
rate was to be expected. 

Right a er this first page of digipeats, I con nued the test for another 3 minutes: 
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The digipeat success for these two “pages” of transmission was at the me 71% success. The number of 
users on the satellite was now 17.  
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I then waited around 7 minutes, and did another page of transmissions: 

 

Again, almost perfect digipeat success was the result! 
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10 Minutes later, a new round of test messages was sent: 

 

Again, a perfect digipeat result with only a few missing digipeats (even with very few users there will be 
collisions, can also happen with telemetry packets from the satellite). 
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The number of users ac ve on the satellite at that me: 
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The QSO’s that had been made at that point: 
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At TCA 
 

At maximum eleva on (around 35 minutes since AOS), another round of transmission was done: 

 

The digipeat rate for this session was 69%, s ll a very good number. There were now 36 ac ve users on the 
satellite. 
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5 minutes later, a new round (on this you can also see the coverage of the satellite at the me of the test) 

 

Again, almost perfect digipeat success, 85%. Number of users s ll 36.  
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At LOS 
 

Satellite was now closer to LOS, approx. 15 min before LOS I did another test: 

 

This yielded a success rate of 100%, all my transmi ed packets were digipeated! You can also see that I am 
almost completely alone on the satellite during this test. 
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Next test, 7 min to LOS: 

 

Again, I’m alone, and 100% digipeat success. 
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Finally, right at LOS, again I was completely alone: 

 

And again, 100% digipeat success rate! 

The signal quality during the complete pass was not “perfect”, there were some fades as the almost always 
is. But it was not a “perfect unrealis c pass” in any way, I have o en seen passes with be er signal quality 
than this: 
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The TX uplink frequency 
One of my many good friends in the satellite community, John DK9JC suggested to try and offset the TX 
frequency to the satellite to see if that would have a large impact on the success. I did some simple tests 
where I offset only the TX frequency to the satellite. It was adjusted in steps of 50 Hz; I tried both posi ve 
and nega ve offsets. I stopped the tests when I was at +/- 550 Hz. Even with the transmit signal to the 
satellite 550 Hz too high or 550 Hz too low, the satellite would s ll digipeat the messages I sent to it. 

 

What’s the bandwidth? 
As IO-117 is running (normally) 1200 baud, it is (very) limited how much data can pass the satellite pr me. 
Its easy to calculate the needed me for a certain amount of data, or just measure the actual “air me” 
needed. If sending a simple “OZ9AAR CQ JO45” message out, I measured 591 mS of true data. If we then 
add 100 mS for TXDelay in Soundmodem (a typical value that is being used), we arrive at approx. 700 mS for 
one single transmission. 

To calculate how many “RX&TX” packets can be handled pr me, we double this amount (as we both TX to 
the satellite and the satellite TX to ground). We also assume that there is a delay between packets from the 
satellite of 1 second (as an average). This brings us up to approx. 1.5 seconds pr “TX&RX” frame. Adding 
overhead, room for telemetry frames etc., we set the me required for a complete “TX&RX” packet to 3 
seconds (which is probably a bit op mis c). 

The pass shown above had a length of 1h12m (72 minutes = 4320 seconds). This means that we could 
squeeze 4320/3 = 1440 complete frames in this me. This is unrealis c, typical very busy passes sees 
around half this number of frames from the satellite. Nevertheless, we keep 1400 complete frames as the 
possible number in a 1h12m pass. 

In a busy pass of more than 1 hour length, we o en see 60 ac ve users. Some of these users does not have 
foot print all the me, but to keep things simple, we assume that 50 users can “see” the satellite during the 
1h12m pass. Let’s also assume that these 50 users send 200 messages each. 200 messages sound like a lot, 
but from experience, this is not completely unrealis c in a crowded pass where LOTS of packets gets lost 
due to collisions. This is a total of 10.000 messages transmi ed to the satellite. 

We just calculated that the maximum possible number of packets from the satellite is 1400. You see the 
problem? We will have endless amounts of collisions! Due to the nature of the communica on (SSB, the 
modem used etc.) it is so that if 2 sta ons transmit to the satellite at the same me, the “strongest” sta on 
will win. If one sta ons is not a lot stronger than the other, the satellite simply does not hear any of the 
sta ons. This is o en the case on busy passes. This can be detected as the satellite is not sending any 
packets to the ground, this is because all packets sent to the satellite is simply lost because of collisions. The 
tendency on busy passes is also that all users get frustrated, they send even more packets rapidly in the 
hopes to get digipeated, leading to even more collisions. It’s an endless fight. 
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Conclusion 
This is of course only one test performed on 1 pass, but since IO-117/GreenCube became ac ve, I have 
o en tried similar (although at a smaller scale) tests, and always seen the same tendency, when only few 
users are on, digipeat success was always very high. On passes with many users and/or rare DXCC/Grids, it 
would become almost impossible to be digipeated. 

I would also like to note that on quiet passes, I can get packets digipeated with as li le as 200 mW at the 
antenna feed-point, this corresponds to only 7 Wa  EIRP! 

So, from this pass I can conclude that IO-117/Greencube is in excellent shape (as it always has been)! 


